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Sincerely,
Murder Band

HEY ASSHOLES,
So apparently, all you need to qualify for writing a
magazine is white skin and
a heightened sense of your own self-importance. Do
you motherfuckers actually
think you're funny? I'll tell you what's funny: your
smug Jewlane faces being
smashed by my gigantic fists.
See you at the Sea and Cake show, fags.
Sincerely,
Marty

DEAR VOX,
Perhaps you could help me with an argument I've been
having with a friend of
mine: He refers to your publication as a "zine," and I
say that zi~e is another word for gay. Which of us is
correct? Are you gay, WTUL? Am I gay too?
Signed, ·
Confused

Hey Marty, I always heard that Marty was just another
word for gay. - Rob

Send your comments to
vox@wtut.fm. Ordon't. Also
you caiJ mail them to the station.
Or not.

Zine is actually short for magazine, which is long for
gay. -Rob

DEAR VOX,
I don't think you promote Murder Band enough.
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Cooking with ...

GLORYBEf!
Mmmmmm, we can almost smell that Heavenly Hive Coconut Milk Soup from the
offices of the Vox! This month, Glorybee is the kitchen with us, taking a breakfrom
their live-for-the-minute lifestyle as New Orleans 'favorite indie-pop MCs to flaunt their culinary expertise. If you
don ~ know the band, be sure to check out www. heavenlyhive. com for all things Glorybee. You can also get down
with them at the Circle Bar in November, or on l-Ialloween night at the Dragons Den as they perform with everyones favorite gangstaz, 2 Live Crew. Alas, to your kitchens I
From the rockin' wok ofKoontamata, the Dancing Thai Chef. The official dancing chef for Glorybee! See live
cooking demonstrations and get free Thai food at the next Glorybee show. Experience interpretive Thai dancing.

Pour the lime juice on the
chunks. In a saucepan, put the coconut milk, lemon grass,
lime pe.el, galanga, and chiles. Bring the coconut milk to a simmer. When the soup 'is simmering, add the limesoaked chunks. Reduce the heat so the soup stays just below a boil and cook for 12 minutes. Serve with cilantro
for garnish. You can serve over noodles too.
Troubleshooting:
What is Galanga? Please see www.galanga.org. Galanga is similar to ginger.
Burnt? Please see www.heavenlyhive.com for demonstrational video.
Tastes weak? Please see www.crisco.gov cuz good things start from Crisco.

Enjoy and Good Luck!
Love,
Koontamata, the Dancing Thai Chef

Photo Courtesy of Glory bee
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Holy Shit!... Does That Plane
Have a Freakin' Laser on it?
By Stephen Miles
lose your eyes. Now imagine you're a dictator '
hell-bent on world domination. You've decided
today is the day to begin your assault on world
power #1, the good old US of A. You push that little
red button on your desk and with a confident grin you
look out your window to watch your secret nuclear
missile launch. You watch as it takes off and begins to
soar up into the atmosphere when all of a sudden out of
nowhere your poor little bomb is destroyed. What happened, you wonder? Well the US shot it down with our
anti-missile Laser of course.
That's right, the ultimate future weapon, the Laser,
is currently one of the hottest Pentagon weapons programs.
It's doubtful that anyone in the past 50 years
has thought of the future
of warfare 8;nd not considered lasers to be somehow
involved. Well all those
years of dreaming will
soon be coming to an end
if the United States
Government has anything
to say about it.
The latest laser
weapon concept and soon
to be first laser weapon
reality is the Pentagon's
Airborne Laser weapon
system (ABL). The ABL
is the Boost Phase
Intercept portion of the
Pentagon's Missile
Defense System. The Missile Defense System, sometimes referred to as the Missile Defense Shield, is the
successor to Ronald Reagan's "Star Wars" missile
defense program (known officially as Strategic Defense
Initiative). After surviving program cuts under
President Clinton, the ABL has received a new level of
attention under George W. Bush's administration.
Here's how it is all supposed to work. A Boeing 747
outfitted with a solid-state laser will serve as the first
layer in a three-layer defense against ballistic missiles.

C

The laser is being designed specifically to target ballistic missiles while they are in their boost phase, the period shortly after launch. After a launch is detected, the
plane will position itself to take a shot. With a range of
several hundred miles, the laser would destroy the missile before it can get anywhere n~ar American shores or
allied lands.
I know what you're saying: are we really talking
about laser weapons? And the answer, believe it or not,
is yes. While this all sounds more like Star Trek then
reality, the Pentagon is dumping nearly $10 billion into
Ballistic Missile Defense this year (FY 2004 Budget
request) with a large portion of that going directly to
the ABL program.
For those of you thinking
$10 Billion is not that
much money, you're both
right and wrong. When
you consider that the
President has requested
$399.1 billion for the
Pentagon for the fiscal
year starting on October 1 ,
$10 billion is not really all
that mucl1. However, when
you consider that only 13
countries in the world (not
counting the United States)
spend over $10 billion a
year total on their military,
it suddenly seems like a lot
more money. In fact the
infamous 'Axis of Evil'
countries only spent a
combined $8.3 billion (latest figures available were for
2001) on their entire military.
So we're spending a lot of money, big whoop,
right? We are the country who spends over 50% of our
budget on the military. That's why we've got all these
cool weapons, right? Well, not so fast.
There have been a few promising signs. In a 1996
test, a short-range missile was shot down with a stationary laser similar to the one that will ultimately be
used in the ABL. This year, the ABL project successful
the Vox
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.a Boeing 747
with the
'-'/:l<·\ { . '
.
through which the laser will fire. The ABL
laser weapons (presumably starting with the
team expects to have a Boeing loaded with
first next generation aircraft carrier the CVN- ..,
an operation laser ready for testing by late
21 due out in the middle of the next decade). ~
2004/ early 2005. That's progress, isn't it?
So there's no need to fear. While missile
defense may never work, the Pentagon's sure
The major flaw in the ABL is t4at none of it
is tested or proven. The engineering chal·· to find something to do with a laser weapon.
·lenges of ~ot only fitting kilowatt class solid '[ ,//--...~ After all, they've been dreaming about it for
n state !aser m th~ b.elly of~ 747 but making
~
'
decades now.
' . . .' .
· the highly sophisticated piece of technology
·
Just so you don t thmk It s JUSt us crazy
, .• work while in flight are not to be taken
." · . ,
·
· . Americans, it was recently revealed in a
~" .:, lightly. The simple problems of turbulence ~-~>
Co~gressional report that the Chinese are
actively seeking laser weaponry for uses
and poor weather conditions may prove to
be insurmountable obstacles for the ABL.
ranging from missile defense to space war- ~
There's also the question of what damage it
·fare. Although with known total military
will cause if chemical, biological, or nuclear
· expenditures below what the US simply
weapons are destroyed in ~id-flight.
spends on research and development ($47
.. --·-·--·
Besides these .technological flaws, there y ~~ billion compared to $62 billion) it's unlikely
"'--./
, " that they will catch the US's head start.
are a few other pomts worth mentioning.

J .

·_· ····

~~ach plane,would carry enough reactants to

·
frre about 20 laser shots. That's all good and
--·
fine unless there are more then 20 missiles.
·
Advocates of missile defense suggest that ·a
fleet of somewhere between 7 and 10 laser
planes would solve that problem with the
remaining two layers catching any of the
missiles that get through. Of course, that's if
· · · it works at all.
All of this technical stuff belies a sim- L .(-/
w

••o.w•-•

'

J.
. laser
After decades of going "zap'_' and pretending,
technology has soared m the past few
1

years. Now, with a little bit of luck and a
whole truckload lot of your tax dollars, the
Pentagon appears on the verge of creating the l,
world's first laser weapon. Now if only they /
could get cracking on those flying cars ...
" Stephen Miles is a senior at Tulane
'),......., University and the General Manager of

/ '- · - -

tple ~act; we're talking about lasers here.
.. ·· ._ . .·.
. !., WTUL-FM. You may contact him at
lWh1le Edward Teller was the first person to
~ gm@wtul.fm.
...
put forw~~ the noti~n of laser weapons for :<}:\ '"~ __}
the US military, the Idea of such weapons ~
For military expenditure figures, visit the
existed at least one year earlier when Gepe
Center for Defense Information at
.www.cdi.org.
Roddenberry had the crew of the Enterprise
For more information on the Airbore Laser
fire their phasers in the first season of Star
Trek. Lasers have seemed like the logical
weapon project, visit
· www.airbomelaser.com.
. future of weaponry for several decades and
·· · · · ...""the idea that the technology is tantalizingly \ ,./.----------:~
1

th~t

h~s ~-

close
as_ long
as the
USof It on . . ·.. ·....
·. ~'
J__
moneysuggests
to spend, It will
spend
some
. .. ·.
laser weapons.
" \>·. ,., .. ____.}
······ · ..
Beyond the ABL, the Pentagon has sug- ~ .
gested that as early as the next decade, they
could begin outfitting the Navy's ships with
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"Imagine people in
ten years. Will an
unmodified person
really. be able to
compete?"

P.HU.mHUITY
p.hu.man [n.] 1. post-human l. what the tuck?
by Matt Storck

new vocabulary for the future. What is a
p.hu.man? Are you a p.hu.man?
Do you have a 2.5G or 3G-enabled cell phone?
Does it get e-mail and games? It probably does. Having
a cell doesn't make you n6t human, but it is a step
towards the future that is steadily rising up to confront
us.
P.hu.manity is a tricky subject. It doesn't have any
tangible shape. It's mainly an information-technology
evolution. P.hu.manity is wireless broadband internet
that has completely' permeated the urban space.
P.hu.manity is med-tech: the genome is mapped, each

A

generation knows so much more
than the past. P.hu.manity has
variations of schools of thought
associated with it.
I have chosen to label the
major factors of being p.hu.man
in three categories: tech, med,
and psyche. The essence of these
factors is a process, and evolution. Advancement following
advancement. And that key component of life: competition'.
Imagine people in 10 years. Will
an unmodified person really be
able to compete?
·
A modified person, a
p.hu.man, will not have to sleep
regularly; not for hours on end,
and not even in the traditional
sense. A p.hu.man could have
cybernetic enhancements.
Implanted computer chips will
surely be commonplace. A
p.hu.man will be connected to the
datastream 24 hours a day.
Wireless tech: broadband reaching from Starbucks now to every
corner of the Earth within the
decade. The satellites are already
up there- they just lost funding!
Connectivity will lead to
changes in society that are basically unimaginable. Geography
will cease to matter. Travel will
be as easy: a quick hop to Tokyo on planes faster and
cheaper than those relics we have from the 80s now.
Connectivity will also lead to a rise in production,
potentially as significant as the advent of factories.
P.hu .mans will own the means of this production. This
will lead to more funding for even greater technologies
towards the advancement of x.humans.
Computers as we know them now will disappear.
Consider the iPod, that advanced little piece of a fashion accessory; It holds more computing and storage
power than any computer I ever had in the last 10
years. And at the same time, as computers shrink until
we nevernotice them, and they go into every coffeemaker, car, and backpack, the processors get exponentially more powerful. This trend may stall briefly,
, but when we move from silicon based chips to whatever follows, the exponential trend will only continue.
Imagine the mos.t connected and powerful computer to date being worn on your person. In a jacket or
bag. As small as a pack of cigarettes. With a Biuetooththe Vox
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enabled wireless goggle set you will have access to the
datastream, the entirety of all human data ever generat·
ed. What will that mean? I know not.

civilization. How will we greet this fact?
Recently David Bowie observed, "Let's put it
down to post-modernism. It's almost like the cat is really set among the pigeons. When Nietzsche said, 'There

That's just the 'tech' aspect of p.hu.manity though. The
'med' category is a more quiet process, less inclined to
be discussed. Privacy in health matters is a cultural
value. This will mask most of the most radical changes
that will come at us. Cosmeti~ surgery is whispered
about in back rooms : "do you think she get a boob
job?" But what about someone who chooses to split his
tongue and elongate his skull to look like a snake?
What about genetically-engineered grafts of scales to
fi.n~sh the job off? It is well within the realm of possi-.
b1hty now. Hormone therapies are also everywhere. Sex
changes occur. Hormone therapy is also a part of organ
transplant, and now even transplants from other species
occur.
Consider the less-obvious though very established
medical techniques of
today. My 84-year-old
grandmother has had 5 hips.
Just as her new titanium hip
has improved her life ,others will seek similar
advancements. Wolverine's
adamantium skeleton is a
stretch, but why not an
alloy supporting the joints
and bones of a paratrooper?
Has that crossed a line of
humanity?
Medical advancements,
though, aren't limited to
such boring things. Genetic
engineering will lead us to whole new worlds of possibility. We can pick the genes for our children. Most
everyone will be against this, yet it will occur. I wish
my son to be tall and my daughter beautiful. What if I
can ensure that? Will societal objections stop a devoted
parent?
Genetic engineering will also bring us new and
exciting drugs! Super weed. Select Amsterdam strains
with the genes for increased bud size and crystal
growth. Dare I dream?
. An~thing I put under the 'med' category is vaguely
fnghtemng. And governments, quaint as they are, will
vigilantly try to enforce future regulations. A black
market for all things ~ill develop. Chiba is the fabled
land in William Gibson's Sprawl series, a home for
~lack ~arket clinics. Chop-shops· for transplants, highly
Illegal Implants, DNA,analyzers, every drug cocktail
imaginable: it's the underbelly of all advancement of

is no God,' that really disturbed the 2oth century. And it
fucked everything up- philosophically and spiritually-
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when he said that." 1
And then there is the zeitgeist; the 'psyche', if you
will. These issues I bring up will deeply move the foundations of our society. What was before impossible is
now possible; many will forget the past. Those who
remember ideas about Faith will never know it in the
sense that monks of today know it. Lest, of course, a
religion rises in the net: prophecies of sorts have been
steadily raging in the marginalized cyberpunk community. Asimov, Gibson, Stephenson, Shirow, and Konaka
have all given us glimpses of what can come of manifestations of consciousness. Scary! A deity roaming the
net: a new god or gods for
the new era.
Wherever we, as a
society, are going, much
debate will follow. The faithful will cry out against what
could be seen as a heresy of
the human spirit. Most of us,
however, will pay no mind.
We don't need Rome telling
us what to do.
So, back to the
question: will an unmodified
person really be able to compete? In some pursuits, such
as the arts, athletics, academics, and so on, I would venture to say that the unmodified will remain strong. But in the real world, a person
who does not need to sleep, who can work 20 hours a
day, who is wired to *e net, and is genetically engineered for the task at hand will win out.
At this moment p.hu.manity doesn't exist. In fact, I
just made up the word. Maybe I coined it, maybe it's
retarded. Either way, at the moment it's just a thought.
But the reality of it all is soon to unfold, and its not
going to be like anything that has ever happened
before. A lot of people aren't going to know what to
make of it all. No one knows what is to come. The
most you can do to prepare is keep an open mind to the
future.
1 Article blah

for The Vox. I'll send you a transcript
so you can check it out before it's
published.
Harvey: You don't have to worry
about me checking it out. Just go
ahead and do it.
Duncan: That's very nice of you. The
aim is to get some more people to see
the film and buy your books.
Harvey: Thank you.
Duncan: With the success of the
movie and all these interviews, can
you.do any creative
thinking and writing at the moment?
Harvey: Well, I'm trying to. I've
been trying to get as many record and
book reviews and comic book assignments done as I can, and I've been
doing them.
:&.-""""l'''~--:-- of Harvey Pekar® Duncan: I liken your work to
[Charles Bukowski's] Post Office and
some Philip K. Dick. Others put you
w,ith Beckett, Kafka and Chekov. Do
you care about comparisons? Which
writers do you like?
Harvey: Erm, no, I mean, you know,
they're trying io figure out where I'm
coming from, I mean I'm a critic too,
so, I do the same thing. My primary
influences, literary influences, the first
one was a kids writer named Eleanor
Estes. You know, I was influenced by
a tum of the century American realist
by the name of George Ade who went
into a great deal of detail about mundane life. I was influenced by Henry
Already acclaimed at the Sundance, Cannes and
Miller's autobiographical writing. I was influenced by
Edinburgh Film Festivals, American Splendor recently
James Joyce, stream of consciousness writing, interior
opened in New Orleans. Duncan Edwards bunked off
monologues, and stuff like that.
his day job yet again to interview the movie's inspiraDuncan: That interior stuff is part of what makes your
tional subject Harvey Pekar by telephone. A native of
work so fascinating, as well as the illustrations. Was it
Cleveland, Mr. Pekar spent nearly four decades workyour idea to have a variety of illustrators [R. Crumb,
ing as a filing clerk at the VA hospital, but has found
Frank Stack, Gerry Shamray, Drew Friedman, Joe
the time to become a seminal comic book author, a
Zabal & Gary Dunn, Rebecca Huntingdon; Paul
straight talking record and book reviewer, something of
Mavrides, Val Mayerik & James Sherman] or did that
a champion of left-wing politics, a cancer survivor, a
just evolve?
husband, a dad, a brave denouncer of incestuous power
Harvey: It evolved because I started off by contributmonopolies, a rare Letterman baiter, a voracious .
ing to other people's comic books and then I decided I
record collector, a Pynchon basher, a natural born wor· wanted to put out my own and I couldn't find anybody
rier, a bibliophile, and an astute and poignant observer
that had the time to do a whole comic book worth of
of the glorious and terrifying mundane details of everystuff. You know, guys I worked with had day jobs like I
day life.
did. So I wound up just trying to match up, as best I
could, the stories with the artists, you know. If it was a
Duncan: Harvey, thanks for agreeing to be interviewed
guy who was good at illustrating funny stories I'd give

HARVEY
PEKAR

Gabbing on the Ol' Dog and Bone
with WTUL's Duncan Edwards
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him a funny story, and if a guy was good at realistic
drawing I'd give him one that was more grim or something.
Duncan: As well as the humor, your stories and life
seem full of protest, realism and survival. Still, I hear
you depicted by critics as a whining, moaning kind of
guy. Why aren't they getting the whole picture?
Harvey: I don't know,·I don't know. (Laughs) I mean I
do complain a lot, buti think there's more to me than
that, but for some reason they get into that. I've been
called a curmudgeon I don't know how many times.
Like I say, I complain, but I don't think I'm quite as
bad as they make out.

and then there are cartoon versions of me.
Duncan: I was hoping to see it the film last night but I
had to bring my kids to soccer practice and then I just
fell asleep when I got home. It opened yesterday here
in New Orleans .
Harvey: Oh yeah? Say have you heard of a magazine
called the Gambit down there?
Duncan: Yeah, I like The Vox better. But I have got an
old copy of Gambit in front of me with your brilliant
story about [trailblazing jazz and blues guitarist]
Lonnie Johnson in it.
Harvey: Lonnie Johnson?
Duncan: Lonnie Johnson. Racketeers Blues and all

Duncan: I wish they'd focus on your protesting, leftwing side a bit more, but maybe it'~ a conscious choice
to ignore that?
Harvey: Well, a lot of people aren't very political these
days anyway.
Duncan: Yeah. Do you find tiuit a lot of people are
claiming to have read your comic books now that the
film is out and getting great reviews?
Harvey: I always did feel more people said they read
me than actually did. Or, you know, tried to give me
the impression that they did. I mean they mighta
glanced at one of my books one time, but I don't think
that. . .I mean my books don't sell very well. I think if
as many people had read as much stuff of mine as they
claim they have I'd be in pretty good shape today.
Duncan: You'd be a millionaire by now, huh?
Harvey: I wouldn't be a millionaire, but at least I'd be,
you know ...
Duncan: Alright. What do you like best about the film?
Harvey: Oh I think I like its innovative quality a lot. I
like the fact that they took a lot of chances and they
mixed different type of film. Like, you know, cartoons
and documentary and regular narrative. They cast some
people, you know, more than once, and in my case I
was played by two different actors, was in it myself,

that.
Harvey: That's strange.
Duncan: It's your story illustrated by Frank Stack.
Harvey: They ran that again?
Duncan: No, I just kept my copy from 1999.
Harvey: Oh, okay. Do you have the current Gambit?
Duncan: No.
Harvey: Well, it's just that I gave them something to
run, I write for them.
Duncan: Yes. I can find out if it's in there and let you
know.
Harvey: Well okay, thanks.
Duncan: They've published a few of your things. I
remember an amusing one about Charley Rich. In one
fraine he's setting fire to John Denver's name in the
winning envelope at the Country Music Awards. What
else have you done?
Harvey: Oh, several things over the years. Something
on Bo Diddley, Sidney Bechet, King Oliver.
Duncan: On the subject of music, I find your ·record
reviews to be reliable. The record sounds like you
describe it; your language isn't over-flowery.
Harvey: Thanks.
Duncan: I saw you did a review of [New Orleans and
Newport Jazz Festival founder] George Wein's book.
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Harvey: Yeah.
Duncan: Have you visited New Orleans much?
Harvey: I like the music but I've never been down
there. I mostly listen to stuff that I have got to review.
You know, the next records I have to review. You know,
[saxophonist] Tim Berne and one by [Cuban pianist]
Chucho Valdez.
Duncan: With your interest in jazz and blues history,
have you heard or read the poems of John Sinclair?

chance to eat exactly what I wanted to, you know?
Duncan: Yeah. I miss that food. We've got a couple of
Indian places down here but it's not the same. Anyway,
I want to ask you about freedom of expression, Harvey.
Some people, and I'm one of them, seem to think that
right now [under the Bush administration] that there's a '
merging of corporate power, government power and
media influence. How do you see that panning out for
freedom expression and for ordinary people generally?

Harvey: I'm familiar with him but no I haven't heard
them.
Duncan: I'll burn you a copy.
Harvey: Okay.
Duncan: Let me ask you about your recent time in
London and Edinburgh. Did you enjoy it and did you
get to eat any Indian food over there?
Harvey: No, I didn't get to eat any Indian food over
there, although I do like Indian food. It's interesting
that you would ask me that. I do like Indian food.
Duncan: Yeah, me too. I could eat some now actually.
Harvey: Well, the deal was that they put me on a per
diem and I could only spend ... they didn't give me
actual money, they gave me a certain amount of credit
that me and my wife and kid could use at the restaurant
we were staying at but no place else. So, I had to eat
there. The food was okay in London but I didn't get a

Harvey: It's not good. I mean ... oh, you didn't see the
movie so you didn't see the bit in there about me bringing up that stuff about G.E. owning NBC with David
Letterman, did you?
(Pekar, over the course offour appearances, tried to
bring up the conflict of interest inherent in huge
defense contractor General Electric owning NBC, when
he was a guest on NBC's David Letterman show. He
was determined to discuss the fact that GE was being
sued for more than a billion bucks in Ohio for selling
what they allegedly knew was a defective nuclear reactor with design problems, one of several they sold all
over the country. Pekar argued that this was unlikely to
be on NBC news. He also alleged that Robert Wright,
the guy that GE sent over to be NBC president, was
bullying employees to join a Political Action
Committee, which is against federal election laws.
the Vox
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Pekar felt GE to be a military-industrial-financial-communications complex with a bad history of lawbreaking
and way too much power and wanted to say so. He persevered in the face of Letterman's usual jibes. Finally,
as Letterman urged Pekar to respeCt his "house,"
Pekar had his say, told Letterman to shut up, and
tions in your work?"] Oh, I
barked "this ain't your house, wheres the mailbox?"
know,
what are your future plans?
Pekar was subsequently banned from the Letterman
Harvey:
Well I'm going to continue doing book
show.)
reviews
and
record reviews and comics like I had been
Duncan: I'm aware of that protest. It's in your book
...
and
I just hope that the relative success of this
doing
The New American Splendor Anthology. I love and
movie
allows
me to get more regular work in those
respect what you did.
I'm
retired now and I'm on a pension. [A
fields.
Hey,
Harvey: Well ... I mean, it was bad then ... and it's
comic
book
Our
Movie Year is also planned].
worse now ... it's not good for anybody.
Duncan:
Thank
you
again, Harvey. I plan to go out and
Duncan: Without being too grandiose, do you see any
Unsung
Hero
and Our Cancer Year and with
buy
The
other artist picking up the torch of protest on behalf of
your
permission
I'll
link
your weblog to the WTUL
the interests of ordinary people that you carried, other
website
via
my
playlist
at
www.wtul.fm so in the event
people doing what you did?
that
anyone
comes
on
to
our
site they may find their
Harvey: Well, a number of people have told me that
.
way
to
you
and
maybe
even
buy
a Harvey Pekar bobthey were pleased with what I did on Letterman's show
blehead
doll,
or
something,
how's
that sound?
going against GE. I don't know if anyone specifically '
Harvey:
Sounds
okay.
What
part
of
England are you
mentioned that they've done something along the same
from?
lines.
Duncan: Staffordshire. Er, famous for Bass and ·
Duncan: Are you familiar with MoveOn.org?
Marston's beer and Wedgewood pottery, amongst other
Harvey: No.
things.
Duncan: Well, I kriow that you, your wife, and your
Harvey:
Oh yeah, okay, I was trying to hook up the
daughter have weblogs. MoveOn.org is an online leftaccent.
leaning, grassroots, political movement which sends out
Duncan: Alright, Harvey, good luck with your work
emails reminding people like me to contact politicians
and with keeping your illness in remission. If you ever
when particular votes are coming up. Like the recent
get down here I'll take you out for a curry, okay?
FCC rule changes for example. You might be interestHarvey: Yeah, okay. Thanks a lot. Bye.
ed?
Harvey: Maybe so.
Duncan: I've got a few more questions, but time is
ticking on.
(Aide interrupts to say that time is up).
Harvey: How about I take one more?
Duncan:'Yes please. [I'd got a few more like:
"Johnny Rotten said 'anger is an energy,' do you
agree?" Also: "Other than the story of Don The Burp,
how come there's not much about sex and bodily func-
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l>ISORI>fRLY l>IVIWATIOW
Miss Cass meddles with ancient mystic secrets to
unlock the secrets of... the future!!!

As I gaze into the future I see that ...
-Everyone will be a musician ... These days it seems
that every single person I meet or know seems to dabble in some sort of music creation. Everyone is getting
inspired and picking up an instrument, getting a hold of
some turntables and a mixer, or just messin' and mixin'
with producing and sampling. The technology of the
Internet has made it oh so easy to access the tools necessary to create and mix music, as well as access to the
know- how. The most prevalent quality of music in the
future is .... uniqueness.
-The pop music industry will crumble, the record
industry will restructure its evil and sadistic ways,
and electronic music will become the popular sound.
The recent scandals and controversy of music piracy is
beginning a chain of very important events in the
record industry. Many record companies are announcing a dramatic reduction of CD prices; the next step
being that the albums themselves are of higher quality
content to reach out to those who have turned to the
Internet for all their music. Expect to see a sudden
surge of iTunes-inspired servers to get all the music
your futuristic ass can handle, and make the record
companies happy too. I'm ... seeing ... something .. Yes,
yes .... It's all about the hot remix.
-Everything will be gay. It's hip, chic, and pop culture
has come out of the closet and annmmced its gay love.
Gay is .the new black (worth noting: camouflage was
the previous black, unsurprisingly finding it's roots in
the gay community.) In a media invasion, from the
first gay reality show, the bold Boy Meets Boy to a
Straight Boy Outreach program AKA Queer Eye for the
Straight Guy. Basically, let's face it- sexual boundaries are changing and stereotypes are dropping like
flies. Boys can be sensitive; girls can be sexually bold
and assertive. That's right, everyone gets to just be who
ever the hell they want as sexuality becomes an accessory, and anything goes. And I think it's completel.Y

beautiful ...
-D.I.Y will be the essential of fashion and couture.
Being completely unique will be the only way to be, as
individualism is completely embraced in the future.
And you've got to 'Do It Yourself.' Shifts in fashion,
art, and self-expression are being taken into the hands
of the general public, and with a pair of scissors and a
few safety pins, you create for yourself the ultimate in
designer fashion. In the future, the same love of the
remix applies to fashion- taking someone else's
clothes and trashing the hell out of them. Every bobble
and trinket makes each outfit a creative masterpiece.
And I also foresee a lot of silver, and a throwback to
David Bowie's Aladdin Sane. Everyone wears makeup.
-However, the song remains the same. People of the
world- join hands, start a love train! In the future, just
as in present times, retro will always be cool. And the
Vox will continue to grow into a monster; we might
even print in color.

This is the future! It shall be as I have revealed through
my ancient mystic secrets ofphysic prophecy. For more
consultations of YOUR FUTURE, DIAL 1-800FORTRU! I'M MISS CASS, CALL ME NOW FOR
YOUR FREE PSYCHIC READING!*
*$4 a minute after the first 20 minutes because it does
not exist.

theVox
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I think that some people
had better stop LIVING IN

THE PAST!

by Rqb Bryant

lright now! We all know the types! There
will just always be those "certain people"
who just haven't made the leap into this
decade. Take my grandmother for example.
Hello! Earth to grandma! Olive-colored kitchen
appliances went out with the seventies! Oh
Grandma! You're impossible! I still love you
though.
And then take my friend's older sister. That
girl is just stuck in the EIGHTIES! Come on
Chloe, when are youfinally going to admit to
yourself that Bon Jovi's career is over! I mean
sure, he had that one song a couple of years ago
that got some airplay, but if you think that somehow he's going to pull out another Slippery When
. Wet, then Chloe, you've got another thing coming!
And Chad, seriously man, I can't believe you
just won't let up on me! Geez man, how do you
live from day to day when you've got such a nasty
grudge bottled up? Let it go! You gotta be yourself! What happened to the old Chad I used to
know and love? It's already been five months
since you caught me sleeping with your girlfriend.
It just happened, man! I don't know what happened! But man, these things do happen, man! I
wouldn't be mad if I caught you sleeping with
Wendy! I mean, of course I'd be a little mad at
first, but you know what I always say, "Bro's
before ho 's!" You gotta put those demons behind
you man ... you'll never be happy! You're almost
as bad as my grandma! You didn't happen to buy
an olive-colored refrigerator lately, did you?!
Gotcha!
Billy-boy, you know you're my best friend,
but don't think you're going to get away from this
thing unscathed! I've got TWO pieces of dirt on
you, my friend! For one, you still drive around
that old peice of junk from fifteen years ago. I'm

A

sure the ladies are just dying to get a ride in that
old hot-rod! And two, when are you going to get
over that dead wife of yours? It's been two years
already! And you still don't want to date! Listen
man, you just give me a call, and I'll set us up
with a couple of pretty little ladies, and I promise
you that by the end of the night, you'll be forgetting all about that old box of bones in the ground,
and the two of you will be living it up in your
back seat, doin' the wild thing! Or rather, you
would be if you weren't still driving that crappy
car around!
Which brings me to another point: What's
with women and black people? Give it a rest
already! You said you wanted to vote. I have no
problems with that. It's a free country, right? And
then you said you wanted equal opportunities in
the work place. Of course you can have equal
opportunities in the work place. I'm all for that!
Why didn't you ask sooner? But now you still
complain because you don't stand on equal ground
with white guys like me? Pu-LEASE! What do
you want next, my right arm? Sorry Charlie! I
think that's one particular item I plan to keep a
hold of!
And these followers of Jesus! You goons!
You're over here spending your Sunday mornings
listening to some guy who's flailing his arms
around all over the place and _going on and on
about some other guy who died 2000 years ago!
Do you realize how long ago 2000 years is? I
can't even remember what I ate for breakfast!
Listen, Sundays are meant for two things and two
things only, and I think you know what I mean
when I say that the first one is "R" and so is the
second one!
Oh man! I could go on forever with this stuff!
But hey, I was never one to play fashion-police!
the Vox
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A selection of conversations overheard
around town and around Tulane's campus.

By Sue D. Nimn

We all say dumb things from time to time, and
hopefully, we also say intelligent things from .
time to time. Compiled here for your reading
pleasure are some dumb and intelligent things
we've heard around the town (and campus).
All names have been changed to protect privacy.

Girll: We went out for drinks last night.
It was soooooo funny!
Girl 2: (silent)
Girll: You remember John, right? He's
SO funny!
Girl2: (nods)
Girl 1: This one girl threw up all over the
place. It was soooo funny!
Girl 2: (silent}

So

Boy:
you're coming to that party
tonight, right? I heard it's supposed
to be cool.
Girl: Umm ... maybe.
Boy: Oh. I guess that's no. But
you're coming, right?
Girl: It just makes me question his
motives. Why would he have lied
like that?
Boy: Perhaps he's a sociopath, I
mean, they're not all that uncommon.
Girl: Just beca·use someone lied
24
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doesn't mean they're a sociopath.
Boy: But it doesn't mean they're
not.
Girl: Whatever. You're probably a
sociopath, too.
Boy: Aren't we all?
Girl: (looks oddly at boy)

Girl (to dad over cell phone):
Daddy, do you remember Billy?
Well yeah, he went to Europe last
week and you know what? He like
totally killed this guy. Yeah can you
believe it? It was like a hit and run.
He's like totally in jail now. Isn't
that like so weird?
Girl (into cell phone): Shut up!
Cell phone: - - Girl: Shut UP! You're kidding!
Cell phone: - - Girl: Omagod SHUT up! No way!
Cell phone: - Girl: Seriously, shut UP!
Cell phone: - - -
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Facing The
Future of Jazz:
an interview with free-jazzer

Matthew Shipp
The Jazz Desl<
o, this issue of The UoH is interested in the
future, eh? Well, the Jazz Desk is throwing
in its three-cent piece, especially because
we always haue to offer an apologetic for our
uery eHistence while shrugging off the scorn of
indie-rock and punk deuotees who think we only
waH nostalgic ad naseam on matters jazz. The
future, they proclaim, belongs to rock with jazz
relegated to the corner of musical insignificance.
Well, not so fast; Jazz isn't going to roll ouer that
easy. Rock fans had better look to jazz labels if
they want to figure out how to approach the
enriching musical future they (wrongly) take for
'g ranted they'll enjoy. In the preface to Blue Note
Records: The Biography, Richard Cook wryly
remarked that "(t]hese days, they don't haue
record labels any more. The titles and what haue
you are impressed directly on to little siluer
discs, which are offered to us by gigantic corporations, most of which operate as if they were
selling breakfast cereal or shoe polish." Welcome .
to another sign of the times, where indiuiduality
is lost in a waue of corporate mishmash. 1s this
also a sign of what's to come? Does jazz - hailed
as the music of triumphant, creatiue indiuiduals
asserting their distinctiue uoices - haue a future
free from pap homogenization? Well, Matt Shipp
seems to think so, and with good reason. He's
been curating Thirsty Ear's Blue Series, producing
some of the most eHciting and thought-prouoking, not to mention groouy, jazz today (OJ
Spooky, Spring Heel Jack, William Parker's Uiolin
Trio, Mat Maneri Trio, Tim Berne, Roy Campbell,
Uision Festiual's liue album). So, does jazz haue a
future? (Yes, that question again! How much time
do you haue?) We're hopeful.

S

Matt Shipp has been 'playing dues' for a long
time. Don't let his boyish look fool you; he's
already in his forties. He'rs played with the Who's
Who of auant-garde jazz - Dauid s. Ware, Mat
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Maneri, Roscoe Mitcell, William Parker - and been
recorded on innumerable labels - AUM Fidelity,
ECM, FMP, hatOiogy, Silkheart, DIW, Splasc(h),
Columbia. Though an important figure in the 'free
jazz' scene he is certainly an eHpansiue and
broad player. Check out EHpansion, Power,
Release on hatOiogy and Songs on Splasc(h) for
musical euidence. We hear a pianist comfortably
playing or drawing on Charles I ues, Bud Powell,
Herbie Nichols, and Andrew Hill. His signature percussiue uamps draw easy comparisons to Cecil
Taylor (not least because he was in the original
Dauid S. Ware quartet with only Taylor alumnaes),
but he is his own man. It is as his own man that
he has been at the helm of the Blue Series.
Musicians haue run their own labels for some
time now, for the obuious reason: more creatiue
control. Some of the most innouatiue, dynamic
jazz in the last few decades has been thanks to
such. musician-run labels as Derek Bailey's Incus
and Euan Parker's Pi, to name a few. But curating
a series is an entirely different matter - well,
almost. ·
Jazz Desk: Why would Shipp, one of contemporary jazz's most talented and busy
pianists, curate the Blue Series?
Shipp: Curating a series on a record label helps
redefine my position in the music community,
which is something any musician needs to do
euery so often or people start to take you for
granted. I also perceiue a gap or problem with
modern jazz marketing which I feel I might haue
some insights into and also feel I haue some
organizational abilities which compel me to step
up to the plate to present my uision of how 1
think this business should proceed. I also haue a
great working relationship with label owner
Peter Gordon who I perceiue to also be a uisionary ... and when we put our heads together we
can come up with some scary stuff.
Jazz fans recognize the series from a mile
away. The minimalist graphic design, the
auant-garde artwork, and - of course! - an
abundance of blues (color, not mood). Like
Blue Note (well, maybe the old Blue Note),
ECM, and Win fer [} Winter, beguiling packaging is a large part of the attraction. Rs
Shipp reminds us:
I feel the blue series is distinctiue in many ways

- I don't know where to start. First, there is the
look of the COs - our couers haue a specific aesthetic; our art director is Cynthia Fetty (see
www.datadigital.com). We haue also taken a
group of musicians who haue been uery well documented and tried to redefine them, which is an
almost impossible task if someone already has a
recording history. What differs when I don the
producer's cap is the specific group of talents as
a producer that I bring to bear on the moment,
which my outsider status in jazz ha~ hopefully
giuen a certain edge and perspectiue.

them euen though they haue a great history.
Rs to Shipp's approach as producer and
curator . ..

My approach is different in that it is my approach
and a product of my particular mindset. It is also
different than my predecessors in that I am
inuolued in answering the questions that this age,
this time period is asking - not the 60s.
Rnd his role as an improviser. ..

Indeed, the series is not
only distinguishable in its
look. Shipp elaborates • ..

The series starts with the premise that music is music and
genre does not eHist euen
though it does eHist. We look for
open minded organic type of
players who haue a strong
background but whose training
has not fucked up their minds,
which is rare. Disregarding the
boundaries of jazz is really not
that hard because society in the
21st century does not really
create any type of pure jazz
musicians, so to haue a label
that does the things that we are
purported to do is just a matter
_
•
•
~~~Seder. Sloop Forever. 2003. 45" X 40".
of creatmg an orgamc enUironment where the musicians feel comfortable trymy uocabulary.
ing out different
concepts.
On influences .
But some may argue (especially jazz fans,
those notorious curmudgeons of note) that
this is . like any other label with a concept.
Shipp thinks not:

What makes the Blue Series different than other
labels with a concept like ECM and Blue Note is
that we are addressing the problems of jazz
today and we are free to do so because we are
fresh and innocent and can take a
fresh look at the music, whereas ECM o'r Blue
Note are encumbered with the weight and baggage of their past history and could not euen
possibly see what the problems of the idiom are,
because they haue been part of creating

As an improuiser
my job is to
react to the
enuironment in
front of me,
whateuer that
enuironment is so whether the
enuironment is a
hip hop beat or
an ambient
soundscape I am
being me and
playing me. The
only thing that
changes is that I
try to play whateuer seems to be
appropriate for
each conteHt as
long as it i~ in

The influence of my mentors like William Parker
haue more to do with an approach to the spirituality of the music and the utter focus to the
mode of eHistence of being an improuiser. It has
nothing to do with the curating of
the label.
Rnd his playing .

My playing does take on a different perspectiue
on the work I 'ue done (for Thirsty Ear as opposed
to the work] on different labels. It's a matter of
getting into the spirit of the different labels and
their philosophy, and reacting while retaining
myself - not unlike the fact that my playing
the Vox
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would be different if I was playing with a uiolin
as opposed to a bass.
Rnd the conuersation continued. Peek in ...
You mentioned that the Blue Series is addressing
the problems of jazz today without the encumbrance of history. R common complaint is that the
whole spectrum of jazz seems to be falling under
the weight of i,ts history. How does the series
auoid that pitfall without resorting to gimmickry?
We try to stick to organic solutions to
musical problems- trying to see some thing
no one else . saw but that makes sense.
What challeng~s do your wide-ranging
musical interests present iq the studio?
For instance, how does one reconcile, say,
·Han Bennink and Evan Parker with J
Spaceman (from Spiritualized)? [Check out
Rodney Bickham's review of Spring Heel
Jack in the last YoH issue]
If the situation is set up properly and organically,
with eueryone's role and strengths thought out
and put in its proper place the results will unfold
magically.
In trying to produce an organic musical
environment, what challenges do you face?
Rnd, as a corollary, do you find that by
bringing toge .t her musicians of such
diverse backgrounds and approaches that
common musical assumptions are also challenged (for eHample, the usual claim 'that
Europectn and Rmerican free jazz musicians
have substantially different musical languages a lid ' temperaments)?
If the ' concept of a CD is clear and the 'r ole that
each musician plays is clear and eueryone is
relaHed, euerything will flow from the ouerarching concept.
Has cura ting the series changed your own
approach and playing? i.e. has your v .ocabulary changed in response the varied musical conversations you've had to participate
in since producing the series? Rnd how
about those from an earlier generation
(Derek Bailey, Evan Parker, Han Bennink):
do you find that the i:nore con temporary
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and adventurous settings alter their own
understanding of the nature and limits of
jazz?
If one is a sensitiue improuiser, adapting to the
particular enuironment is part of the game.
By a ttemp tiny to break down genre boundaries and demons tra tiny that jazz is not
hermetically sealed 0 ff from all the 0 ther
music we are now hearing, do you think
you've achieved genuine crossover?
All music is crossouer- jazz started from people
taking African musical concepts and accommodating them to western instruments.
Rpart from crossing and erasing genres,
what other crupial tunc tions do you think
the series achieves that makes it adventurous and a point of departure from much
of what is troublesome with jazz production, marketing, and promotion today?
Rethinking jazz marketing.

What difference do you hope to make (particularly in contrast to other labels) with
the series?
To completely redefine the jazz record industry.
You've commented in the past about the

jazz industry's failure to take m'atters of
race seriously. The series has made an
effort to seriously in ferae t with RfricanRmerican music (take for instance the collaborations with EI-P and Rntipop
Consortium, not to mention the recent
William Parker CO, Raining on the Moon).
How does the series engage race in a way
that other labels and prominent ins titutions (e.g. Lincoln Center) do not?
We are just looking to actualize uarious musical
concepts. Aace does not enter the equation.
Who are some of the musicians you'd love
to work with? Rnd what collaborations
would you like to produce?

Oo you have any faith in the majors' (i.e.
IJerve, Blue Note, Columbia) ability to produce vibrant, rich, adven turo·us jazz?

What ·n eHt?

Independent labels are the only way - I h•;me no
faith in majors. Jazz by its uery nature should
not be in that corporate enuironment. Most classic jazz was made on independents and then
bought up by majors at a later date.

In 2884 we. haue 11 different COs planned for the
Blue Series - all uery different and with some
musicians you would neuer associate with us. It
will be a lot of surprises and hopefully some
pleasant ones.

The series, at first glance, seems to be in a
No Man's Land: adventurous avant-garde
collaborations produced by an independent
label and cura ted by a musician who
resists the usual dumbing down or cheesy
crossovers that the industry is prone to.
Oo you find that you've attractet?.- a reasonably receptive audience , tor-this music
on the margins? Rnd ar~ . . you attracting a
crowd outside of (he ,;sua/ jazz fans?

Not that it needs to be said, but the future
of jazz promises quite a fei!J rew_a.rcJ.ing
surprises. Need more proof? Check out
www. thirstyear.com for musical fireworks
that will drown out the minor keys now
being ·played for jazz's future. Hell yeah,
the Jazz Desk is eHcited about jazz's
future. Jazz Desk's top picks: Tim Berne's
11
The Shell Game"; Matt Shipp's 11 New Orbit";
Spring Heel Jack's 11 Rmassed"; William
Parker's 11 Raining on the Moon";
IJisionFesf's 111Jision Live"

I haue my own fan base that has been generated
ouer the years. The Blue Series has been generating its own fan base based on what Thirsty Ear
brings to the table promotionally along with a
real hunger from fans for what we are doing; Find
word is slowly getting out there.

Philip Jeck, Zen a Parkins, and I kue Mori.
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at the Mermaid. Like all
good flea markets, there is
no telling what you will
find at the Mermaid
Gardens: from old junk
and collectibles to homemade accessories, everything is fair game. Tracy
O'Nielsen, operating
under the business name
Boozy O'Nielsen, was
peddling her homemade
soaps, with both fake
cockroaches and fetuses
nestled inside. Donald
Miller had his (un)usual
assortment of rock 'n 'roll
and counter-culture collectibles, with everything
from books by Aleister
Crowley to recordings by
his own band; ·
Borbetomagus. Cree
Mc.Cree was a favorite of
the ladies in the house,
selling a wide range of
vintage skirts, dresses,
hats, and shoes. Stan
Bemis, pen in hand,
offered archetypal drawings, composite sketches
based on the psychological work by Carl Jung. Vinyl, CDs, plants, clothes,
trinkets, and all kinds of goodies filled not only the
Gardens, but the inside bar and the street comer as
well , often available at unbelievably cheap prices. Not
only is the Market good for both the curious and the
economically-minded consumer, but for the economically-challenged vendor as well. As Brother Clit pointed out, the Mermaid Gardens Flea Market is "a good
place for poor people to make quick cash and not have
to take off their clothes. It beats stripping."
However, the Mermaid Gardens Flea Market
is more than just an exchange of goods and monies: it
is also a concert, a fashion show, and a great way to
spend a leisurely Sunday afternoon-an extravaganza,
if you will, that truly fosters a sense of community. On
this pleasant September afternoon, Luke Winlsow-King
got the music started, peifectly placed in the middle of
the gardens, playing his sweet style of down-home
blues for both the attentive listener and the strolling
shopper. Later on in the afternoon, local favorites the
New Orleans Troublemakers rocked the yard with a
batch of their songs, many of them appropriate for the

Mermaid Gardens is the
Cadillac of flea markets. I
meant vintage markets.
Nick Lynton
"There is a magic in flea-enterprise that transcends the marketplace," writes Cree McCree in Flea
Market America: The Complete Guide to FleaEnterprise. "It is living theatre, a folksy carnival with
its own rituals, where anything can happen; any strange
icon be unearthed." And this world of the flea market
is looking pretty good these days for Cree. Not only is
her seminal work on flea-market culture being republished by Ocean Tree Books, but the Mermaid Gardens
Flea Market, which takes place on the first Sunday of
every month, has blossomed under her organization and
leadership. Recently named "Best Hipster Flea
Market" by Gambit Weekly, it is obvious that a large
void has been filled in New Orleans' culture and consumer habits.
With only a 30% chance of rain on Sunday,
September 6th, those die-hard flea marketers and vendors were more than pleased. The last several markets
had more or less been regulated to the indoors Mermaid
bar area, but on this Sunday, although clouds loomed
overhead, everyone, and everyone's merchandise,
stayed dry for what was the most successful flea market
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occasion. "Be nice to the person behind the counter,"
sang Troublemaker Paul, reminding all of proper marketplace etiquette. "It's a reflection of who you are."
Toes were tapping and hips were shaking, and the set
ended with a fashion show, provided by Howlpop.
Food was also plentiful, most noticeably the delicious
chicken-vegetable-teriyaki-rice dish known as bento, a
food native to the West Coast, served up by the friendly
fellows at Buju Bento. Pat also served up some kickin'
tamales with black beans and veggies from behind the
bar. And, of course, don't think that just cause it's
early the bar at the Mermaid isn't happening. Helene
was serving up some delectable margaritas, as well as a
bar-full of other possibilities. "It's nice to see the
cross-section of the different crowds we get at the
Mermaid all together here at the flea market," Helene
said while pouring a drink. "They bring with them all

their different sensibilities."
The Mermaid Lounge has not always had control of the adjacent gardens. While access to the gardens by the Mermaid about six months ago, it was not
long before the idea of a flea market formed. Anthony
of Turducken Productions organized the first one, and
WTUL followed the lead with a flea-market style sale
as Marathon 2003 wrapped up. And now, with the officially-titled Mermaid Gardens Flea Market, a tradition
has truly been born. Check out the the next one on the
5th of October, the first Sunday of the month, from
noon till 5 PM. In the spirit of Halloween, there will
also be a costume fashion show at 3 provided by
Howlpop, KickltFashions, and Cree's Cheap Chic, so
come one, come all. And who knows what treasures
will be unearthed ....

Halloween Gore-Fests
with Video Alternatives' Nick Faust
alloween is perhaps my favorite time of year
because it makes for a very good excuse to
watch and rewatch some of the very special
horror movies.

H

THE BEYOND. Lucio Fulci's spatter masterpiece
takes place in our own humid city. Zombies come to
life when renovations to a bed and breakfast accidentally disturb the otherworldly powers that have been
trapped in the basement. (It may take place in New
Orleans, but it's an Italian movie; they have basements
over there.) Fulci's characteristic gore is joined with a
haunting lyricism; the causeway used as a dreamscape
is one of my favorite moments. Like most Italian horror
movies, the story here is just an excuse to indulge in
other, more fanciful and violent things. Like spiders
eating a guy's face off... you know, stuff like that.
ATTACK OF THE COCKFACED KILLER. Not for
the faint at heart. This down-home masterpiece comes
from the group at Terror Optics, directed by Tulane
graduate Jason Matherne, and filmed around Covington
and Mandeville. The movie's title is literal (cock faceget it?), with gut-wrenching fucking and killing on the
verge of spinning out of control at every tum. With an
almost constant motor-metal soundtrack, it's a crystal
meth kind of event, if you know what I mean. Oh yes,
it's nearly X-rated and fum,1y as hell. Though deliberately silly and over the top·, Matherne is a true film
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maker who's method has meaning: he is a gifted new
force on the scene and I suspect we'll be hearing more
about him and his Terror Optics company in the future.

TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE, EATEN
ALIVE, and FUNHOUSE. Tobe Hooper may be the
Orson Wells of horror films. Early in his career he
made TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE, which over
time has turned out to be one of the greatest the genre.
has to bffer. This 1974 drivt(-in movie still has the
power to ruffle unsuspecting feathers and disturb even
the most practiced and professional horror fan. EATEN
ALIVE came after and is not as well known. It's not
CHAINSAW, but it does take you into the world of a
sick, deranged motel proprietor who seems to be high
on coke and quick with sharp gardening tools. Right off
the motel's porch is a little lake where this giant crocodile waits for whatever it can get its giant croc teeth
into. This movie is crazy, and like Hooper's best work,
it goes way beyond anything we might call good taste
into the realm of the delirious. And FUNHOUSE,
Hooper's early 80s masterpiece, has a monster wearing
a Frankenstein mask running a side show funhouse. A
group of horny kids decide to spend the night and get a
little death with their sex. Creepy.
BLOOD FEAST II. Gore specialist Hershel Gordon
Lewis joined his partner from the early 1960s, David

Friedman (together they created the first gore movie,
the original BLOOD FEAST), and made this part two
in Covington last year. At first, the movie seems to
teeter on the edge of being almost. well, normal. But
after about ten minutes, we find ourselves gleefully
caught in the mind of the man who made 2000 MANIACS, THE GORE GORE GIRLS, and COLOR ME
BLOOD RED. John Waters is on hand at the end playing a Catholic priest with a fetish for young boys:
enough said.

FRANKENSTEIN and THE BRIDE OF
FRANKENSTEIN. Both were made in the early
1930s by the great director James Whale, staring Boris
Karloff as "The Creature." It's Whale's stark and simple suggestions (without gore) that lure us into a world
of living death and funeral (as opposed to human) longings that stamp these movies with the well-earned accolade of "classic". Karloff's performance transcends the
genre; he's both terrifying and moving. Truly one of the
great performances of all time.
NEKROMANTIK. Talk about funeral longing. This
weird and truly despicable German film goes where no
other movie dares. For a long time it was only available
in the US through the internet underground. Then a
year of so ago it was released on DVD, so we have a
good print in stock. This is a love story about a guy
who works on a road crew that scoops up mutilated
bodies after fatal car crashes. He steals one of the
corpses and brings it home to his girlfriend. In loving
and graphic detail, the dead one becomes the third
wheel in a jaw-dropping manage a trois. While most
movies like this are all come-ons with very little payoff, this one takes you all the ·way there, with some of
the most disturbing, nihilistic images I have ever seen
in a movie. The DVD has out-takes and commentary by
the German film makers, who were all young, cleanscrubbed, happy-faced boys and girls when they made
this morbid, stomach-churning movie. The final butcher
knife jack-off scene leaves everyone who sees it quite
speechless.

even slow, but Fisher-perhaps one of the most underrated film makers of all time-has given us one of the
greatest, classiest, and most beautiful horror movies
ever made with this film.

FACES OF DEATH. Yes, we have the series. What
else is there to be said? Porno of the violent kind, this
series is definably an Alternative. I could only watch
parts of Volume One; not my cup of gore. But the damn
series rents and rents and rents ... you should be
ashamed! Or perhaps I should.

HORROR OF DRACULA. This movie was the first
to feature blood dripping from a vampire's sharp and
scary teeth in glorious, gory Technicolor. Critics
gagged, but movie-goers the world over disagreed:
Terence Fisher's modestly-budgeted little gothic broke
the bank. Christopher Lee as Dracula and Peter
Cushing as Van Helsing instantly became international
horror stars with this one, and the studio, Hammer,
spent the next decade and a half churning out unique
and often beautiful gothic horror tales. Today, this version of the Dracula story may seem tame and, for some,
the Vox
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TheSeaand
Cake!
By Elicia Huffaker
n the night of the autumnal equinox, The Sea
and Cake were doing more than balancing eggs
on end. On the New Orleans stop of their tour,
these Thrill Jockey recording artists set up shop at
Twiropa Mills on Tuesday, September 23 to showcase
their skills and to promote their album, One Bedroom,
their sixth full-length album, but only their second in
the past five years. While largely remaining true to
their signature airy sound, with clean, sweeping guitars
and the trademark breathy vocal, One Bedroom also
took a step toward,s processed effects, with both underlying drumbeats and samples making a presence. This
transition has been expanded on their even more recent
EP, ·Glass, which features remixes of songs from One
Bedroom by such notables as Broadcast and Stereolab.
Guitarist/keyboardist Archer Prewitt says that

O
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One Bedroom has been "pretty well
received, though it has gotten just as
many good reviews as questionable
ones." Singer/gui~arist/ keyboardist
Sam Prekop said he was slightly disappointed at the reviews the CD has
received- he was accused of not making their latest record different from
the previous ones, a judgment that he
does not see as fair. When asked how
One Bedroom is unique, Prekop says
the album is "darker in tone." The new
CD has been a natural progression,
says Prekop, and though it has not
taken a wild left turn in stylistic direction, the record is definitely not the
same. Prewitt says that usually people
do not respond well to new songs at
shows, but that the tour for One
Bedroom has been an exception: "the
turnout has been good and people are
'in to it"'.
Prekop's favorite song on the new
album is the self-titled cut, but the
band does not play this song live
because "it has to be dead-on for it to
come off right." "Hotel Tell" is
Prewitt's favorite, and says it cannot be
played 'live for the same reason. What
can be played then, you may ask? Both
agree that "Shoulder Length" is the best
song that can be played in concert.
Hailing from Chicago, The Sea
and Cake was formed in the fall of
1993. Getting their name from a misinterpretation of the Gastr del Sol song
"The C in Cake", their music sprouted
from the union of four talented instrumentalists. Sam Prekop and bassist Eric Claridge were
originally members of the oft-forgotten, yet important,
band Shrimp Boat, a project that Prekop describes as
"finished ... as far as I know." Sam Prekop eventually
met Archer Prewitt while spending a semester at The
Art Institute of Kansas. Rounding out the mix was
drummer-extraordinaire John McEntire, who also dabbles in keyboards, programming, and productions. Best
known for his role in Tortoise, McEntires contributions
to The Sea and Cake cannot be underestimated.
Their first show was an opening act in their
hometown for Yo La Tengo. After the disbanding of
Shrimp Boat, an "interest was brewing," says Prekop,
"to find out exactly what the sound would be like."
Now, one can recognize the experimental songs of The
Sea and Cake almost immediately. The unique combi-

Rebeeca Kastl, photobrapher
(LEFT) GUITARIST SAM PREKOP AND BASSIST ERIC CLARIDGE HANG OUT BEFORE THE SHOW HOLDONG BOTTLES.(RIGHT)
DRUMMER JOHN MCENTIRE WITH FEET ON TABLE WITH BOTTLE ON IT.

nation of futuristic keyboard and guitars with whispered vocals, mixed in with drums and bass, give The
Sea and Cake an ethereal vibe.
The Sea and Cake started touring for One
Bedroom in February, and in June their excursions
around Japan and encounters with flame-blowing
robots in Berlin came to an end. However, the tour
schedule to date had not included a meandering around
the USA's own Southeast, so they decided to conquer it
in two-and-a-half weeks (or rather, they tell us, their
booking company, High Road Touring, made them do
it).
The last time The Sea and Cake was in New
Orleans was about five years ago, when they performed
with Tortoise (a band that really needs to make it back
to town). Prewitt says there's a reason for that, though,
and he describes the band as "not a touring machine ... ·
touring can be engaging but trying." Moreover, Prewitt
was recently married in August, but Mrs. Prewitt does
not go on tour with the band. Prewitt explains that she
"has a nine-to-five back in Chicago."
The Sea and Cake plan to come out with a
new record in December; they say that this CD would
be released "unprepared." Prekop explains that the
band recorded whatever tones were created on the spur
of the moment, and will subsequently release the
unedited product.
This is quite a jump for a band that was once

labeled by Rolling Stones as a "top-quality pop band,"
as editing and production seem to be more or Jess half
the equation for any pop band. In turn, Prewitt
responds that The Sea and Cake is "richer than pop,"
and their challenge to the norm can be heard by listening to the resonating sounds of their entire discography,
and the band will undoubtedly continue to break barriers on their future releases. However, Prewitt says,
they "make a conservative effort to get to the essence
of the record."
Prekop says that the process of creating a
record is lengthy-it usually comes after a break from
touring, and after not doing anything for a while:
"things," he says, "naturally develop." Ideas build and
music is the outlet. Prekop says that he likes to "come
up with a loose open-ended idea before the band comes
together." When deciding to create a new album,
Prekop continues, "you have to strike when the anvil is
hot."
In ten years, the band plans to still be together,
but, Prewitt states, "we will have to take a long departure to be doing the same thing." So will the band
someday .be seen on music award shows and Billboard
charts? "Only time will tell," says Prekop smilingly.
But for the time being, the band will not be focusing on
either the red carpet or a departure from the musical
world; rather, they will continue, like they always have,
to do just what they want to do.
the Vox
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Reviews
The Rapture
Echoes
ercu ry /Strum mer
Three years ago, The Rapture were
a mere blip on the indie radar
screen. They had released an
album, Mirror, which showed potential and creativity, but the group was still largely unheard outside of their home base of New ·York City. Here in
New Orleans, they drew a crowd of no more than
25 people at a show at the Mermaid Lounge,
where an under,stated poster labeled them simply
as "New Sub-Pop Recording Artists".
After the release of their second EP, Out of the
Races and Onto the Track, they began garnering
more attention, thanks largely to the prominent
status of Sub-Pop. Comparisons to PiLand Gang
of Four were used in nearly every review, and
rightfully so. Some even began labeling them as
"the next big thing"; the kiss of death for most
bands. A rigorous touring schedule showcasing
their amazing live show only served to increase
the hype.
No one, however, could have predicted the
success that last year' single "House of Jealous
Lovers" enjoyed in the dancehalls of New York
City. Originally a teaser for their nearly completed full-length album, the song' raw energy and
danceability made it a summer hit. The album,
however, was delayed for over a year for a number
of different reasons, only increasing the anticipation. Finally, the wait is over, and Echoes has
been released this month.
Echoes is a very appropriate title for this particular album; several of tracks here are very similar to tracks from their previous two efforts.
"Olio," for instance, was a cut from Mirror that is
sexed up a bit for the new album. Other songs use
elements from past songs, such as the bassline
from "Coming of Spring," which is nearly identi. cal to "Modem Romance" from Out of the Races
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and Onto the Track.
While some of the elements in Echoes are the
same, you can hardly say that the style is. The
comparisons to PiL and Gang of Four mentioned
earlier still apply to a certain extent, however the
house beats used by production duo DFA bring
other bands to mind, such as the Cure and Duran
Duran. The Rapture has also added stunningly
nice ballads, such as "Open up Your Heart" and
"Infatuation," a trick that one wouldn't think they
had in their repertoire after their first two albums.
Although the lyrics are generally pretty weak,
Luke Jenner's wails and moans manage to give the
songs the sense of urgency and emotion that the
lyrics can't.
My real problem with the album, though, is
this: the drumming that gave the first two albums
(as well as their live shows) so much energy is
noticeably absent on Echoes. One could easily
blame this on the DFA, who jammed programmed
beats into nearly track, however the real culprit is
more likely The Rapture's own success. Given the
popularity of "House of Jealous Lovers" in the
dance scene, it's only natural for a band to go with .
what works, and this album does work as a legitimate dance-punk album.
As disappointed as I am with the replacement
of rock .percussion with drum machine, this is still
a fine release. It's not going to get album of the
year from me, but for some, it already has, and I
must admit that I get at least one of its many
hooks stuck in my head after every subsequent listen. If the emerging genre of dance-punk does
become "the next big thing," as some have suggested, The Rapture will surely be leading the
charge.
-Will Yester

Sam Coo·ke with the Soul
Stirrers
The Complete Specialty
Recordings
Specialty Records
It would be ludicrous to suggest that one person
can create a musical genre; no matter how "new"
or "revolutionary" a particular work may be, it
will always reveal some earlier influences, and it
will always be constructed of the same basic
blocks that comprise "music." That being said, in

a few instances, an artists' influence can extend so
far over a genre to completely remake or redirect
that style of music. What Louis Armstrong was to
jazz, the Carters and Jimmie Rodgers were to
country, and Elvis was to rock, Sam Cooke was to
soul. Songs such as "Bring It On Home to Me,"
HYou Send Me," "Shake," and "Sad Mood" are
among his many classics; Night Beat and Live at
the Harlem ·square Club are truly essential
albums; and '~A Change is Gonna Come" surely
ranks among the greatest pieces of music ever
committed to wax. Cooke achieved a financial
and creative independence unrivaled by any previous black artist (he also ran his own SAR label),
and was among the first widely popular artists to
actively promote civil rights. But if Cooke had
never done any of these things, he would still be
remembered for the amazing gospel recordings he
made with the Soul Stirrers.
This 3-CD set compiles everything Cooke
recorded with the Soul Stirrers, a traditional gospel
quintet. He joined them in 1951, at the age of
nineteen. On the earliest recordings, unaccompanied by any instrumentation, Sam's voice sounds
innocent. Technically, his voice is great, but he
hasn't yet learned to harness the deep emotion
found on later songs, and he hasn't yet found a
few of his vocal trademarks. Cooke doesn't take
many leads on the early sessions, though "Jesus
Gave Me Water" is a hint of things to come. In
1952, the Stirrers started adding drums to their
recordings, and further instrumentation (piano,
orgaJ!, bass, guitar), arrived by 1953. On songs
such as "He's My Friend Until the End," Cooke
shows that he is becoming the "star" of the group
and, oddly enough for a gospel singer, a major sex
symbol. His voice is far in front of the group, and
he has found the high-yodel sound, used to such
great effect later in his career. "All Right Now,"
from '54, is the one recording of Sam Cooke and
June Cheeks together. Cheeks was a gospel star in
his own right, and here he pushes Sam's voice in a
new direction, leading it from warm butter to a
gravel road in a single verse. The track is a stunner. By late 1954, Sam started writing songs. "Be
With Me Jesus" was the first, though he would
soon be contributing classics such as "Touch the
Hem of His Garment."
In 1956, Cooke cut his first "pop" tracks,

which are also included in the set. "Lovable,"
"That's Heaven to Me," and "Mean Old World"
are the most notable. These tracks are very tame
compared to his later work, though they were very
controversial at the time - gospel artists were
shunned if they recorded secular material. The set
closes with three tracks recorded live in 1955.
These tracks really show the greatness of Sam's
voice. While the entire show lasted less than
twenty minutes, few artists could come close to
matching the intensity of these performances.
They work the listener into a trancelike state
(especially the eight minutes of "Nearer to Thee"),
gradually building into an amazing hoarse-throated
celebration. Absolutely incredible.
Sam left the Soul Stirrers in 1957. His career
(ending with his murder in 1964) featured many
highlights, but those on this set are a great place to
start. Not just highly recommended; this set is
essential.
-Mike Higgins

Lost In Translation
oundtrack
Emperor Norton Records
Future. How can we presume to
predict what will happen, to know
what the Future holds? We can't. We have only
our e,xperience as a guide, the past as a pool of
possibilities that might lead us to what will happen
tomorrow.
And so this isn't so much a review as it is an
announcement. Or perhaps really, a signifier, a
sign of things to come. A clue as to what the future
might hold, the grey area between today and
tomorrow. The orchestra tuning up. The dimming
of the lights before the curtain rises. The blue-grey
light before the dawn. The beginning of the beginning.
Or in this case, the beginning after a long intermission.
Kevin Shields, the Brian Wilson of the early
90s, has returned to us. Kevin Shields, the heart of
My Bloody Valentine, has gone back to work.
Kevin Shields has 4 new songs on the Lost In
Translation soundtrack, and children, this is a sign
of glories to come. The stone has been rolled back
from the grave. My Bloody Valentine is back 'in
the studio. Kevin Shields has risen.
the Vox
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Until now. Kevin has recorded 4 new pieces
The Gospel of Kevin Shields ...
for the Lost In Translation soundtrack, two songs
My Bloody Valentine is (excuse the cliche), a
and two score pieces. My Bloody Valentine is in
critic's favorite, considered to be one of the pantheon of bands whose output was treasured by few, the studio, in Berlin, finishing the tracks of Glider,
released incomplete as an EP in 1990, the Smile of
but whose influence spread wide. Humble beginthe
90s, a lo~t masterpiece, for a new box set.
nings as a pseudo-goth band, named after a BThe soundtrack, as a whole, meshes with the
grade horror movie, My Bloody Valentine metamorphed into a thing of transcendent beauty, kick- tone of Kevin's pieces. Subdued. Melancholy.
Squarepusher contributes an almost classical ke~
started the "shoe-gazer" movement, and transboard piece, while Death In Vegas continues in
formed the sound of countless bands to come.
their move away from their breakbeat past and
In 1991 My Bloody Valentine released
offer up the most My Bloody Valentine-esque song
Loveless, 3 years and $500,000 in the making
on the soundtrack, aside from My Bloody
(both significant figures for their label at the time,
Valentine, whose song, "Soon," makes a showing.
Creation, who would only recover from MBV's
Jesus and the Mary Chain, whose Psychocandy
studio bills years later with Oasis' first album).
album played an obvious influence to MBV,
Loveless was anything but. Loveless was the New
·amongst others, appear with "Just Like Honey".
Romantic album for those who grew up on Metal
So what do the new tracks portend for the new
Machine Music, Evol and Psychocandy. Loveless
was an ecstatic embrace, a tapestry of gauze, guiMy Bloody Valentine? Again, the future is hard to
tar strings, neon and sighs, listened to with
predict, but following the arc of his work since
1991, he's obviously mellowed, as we all have and
expanded consciousness, or far too loudly (but not
loud enough) on headphones in the middle of the
do as the years pile up. The new tracks are hushed,
as only fitting for a Sofia Coppola movie soundnight, and appreciated again and again in small
track. Her last movie, Virgin Suicides, featured Air
quiet congregations of the devout, listeners rapt
(wrapped) on (in) every reverbed tremeloed shimon the soundtrack (they also make a showing on
mer, buried breathy vocals, and waves of glorious
Lost In Translation), the French group whose subharmonic angelic sensually dense layers of sonic
dued, almost ambient pieces, match perfectly the
melancholy tone of Coppola's films. Kevin's
rapture.
tracks are demo-esq'ue for Kevin, skeletal in comMy Bloody Valentine toured in 1992 for
parison to both his MBV work and his remixes
Loveless, and for the lucky few who witnessed it,
since. He's grown with the times, not now so
the basket of 2 guitars, a bass and drums was
dependant on the sturm und drang of six stings
transformed into a noise that filled the world.
Rapture had come, and the hearing of those preschanneled through seemingly endless effect-loops,
ent would never be the same.
instead he's incorporating keyboards and minimalThen, My Bloody Valentine disappeared. For - ly effected guitars. Of course, knowing Kevin, it's
years rumors surfaced about the new album. Kevin fairly likely he released the tracks in an almost
demo state, instead of his usual years-in-the-makhad spent the last year perfecting the guitar tracks
ing effected form.
for one song. Band members were forced to resort
Perhaps though, this is the price of growing
to driving cabs to subsist. An EP was possibly to
old, or maybe not the price, but the reality of it.
be released. Crumbs of MBV surfaced occasionally. Kevin remixed for Mogwai (Fear Satan
The rapture of ecstatic love, the ability to lose
yourself in the moment, is now tempered. The
Remixes, worth hunting down for aficionados of
MBV noise), Curve, Yo La Tengo (Autumn
tinge of past heartbreaks and the residue of sadSweater), and Kevin even became an unofficial
ness that slowly covers things like a patina is
inescapable, not taking away, but adding a rich
member of Primal Scream, circa XTRMNTR,
texture to. The new Kevin Shields tracks and the
w~ich featured a track called "MBV Arkestra (If
They Move, Kill Em)," a Sun Ra breakbeats mael- new My Bloody Valentine tracks may not have the
immediacy of a first love, but certainly promise
strom. But My Bloodx Valentine appeared to be
·
dead.
the flutter of the heart when your first love is spot-
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ted at a distance, many years since.
-Dave Roos

Shuman's sax in "Brer Albert's Briar Patch," a
shout-out to avant-garde icon Albert Ayler. All
four of the tracks on Gardens flow easily, with
nothing sounding forced or tailor-made for the.
recording studio. The strength of free jazz lies in
seeing it performed live, but with Gardens, the
Improvisational Arts Council gives you the next
best thing.
-Jon Lewallen

Improvisational Arts
Council

Gardens

Self-Released
To people living outside of the city,
the term "New Orleans jazz" can
conjure up a variety of images. Preservation Hall?
Sure. The Marsalis family? Of course. Second
En on
line funerals? Without a doubt. Daring, free
Hocus-Pocus
improvisation? Well, uh ... what was the question
Touch and Go Records
Okay, first let me give you all a
again? But for those who make their home here,
and take the time to find out, New Orleans has
moment to get over the shock of
ever so quietly become a haven for the avantseeing my name under a band that's classified ·as
garde. And it's not just touring acts that come
"indie." I know it's a bit surprising that I listen to,
through town. It's the quality and depth of artists
let alone take the time to write a review of, a CD
practicing their craft right here in the city. New
that's not punk/emo/ ska/the-bane-of-NickOrleans is home to at least two former members of Lynton's-existence~ Ok ... pick your jaw up off the
the Sun Ra Arkestra, Michael Ray and Kidd
ground ... there you go ... that's better.
Jordan, as well as reedman Sheik Rashied and the
Why do I like Enon? Because they fucking
20-member Naked Orchestra. And for the past
rock, that's why! Being a college radio DJ, En on
three years, that list has included the
appeals to me because they're different. They're
Improvisational Arts Council, a five-piece free
innovative and fun, always keeping listeners on
jazz ensemble whose debut CD, Gardens, shows
their toes. However, they're not some way-out-inwhy the New Orleans jazz repetoire is rapidly
left-field-who-the-hell-actually-likes-this indieexpanding.
snob-group. Their music is energetic and
"Indigo" gets the album off to a beautiful start, groovy .. .it's just damn hott!
. as flutist Janna Saslaw lays down some ethereal
I've tried many titnes to describe the group's
music. While it sounds almost' like a movie
sound, but they're so crazy that I don't even know
soundtrack at first, the I.A.C. quickly lets the liswhere to start. They have two vocalists, who for
tener know where its sentiments lie. Guitarist
the most part balance each other nicely.
Mark Fowler and keyboardist Eric Shuman move
Japanese-born Toku Yasuda lends sexy, sugary
the group towards more daring pastures, with
vocals that I imagine would be perfect accompani- ·
assistance from the rhythm section of limbo Walsh ment to a good sex scenein an indie flick. John
on bass and Endre Landsnes on drums. The song
Schmersal's voice is more energetic but still
really starts to move from there, taking on qualimelodic and a bit funkier (something about the last
ties found in some of the later Mingus or Cecil
name sorta rules out him being sexy, I think).
Taylor numbers. Shuman, picking up the sax this
Songs range from sludgy indie rock to electro, pop, to energetic rock, back to electro-pop, with a
time, flies through some runs that are picked up
later by Saslaw and by Shuman back on the piano. couple of curve balls thrown in. For the most part,
The song then returns to its roots, going back to
it's a fun record. Each track is different, always
the slower, more careful tempo laid out at the
making me wonder what is coming up next. The
beginning. It's a formula repeated in the other two major problem is that as an album, it's terribly
expansive cuts, "Lantana" and "Rosa Crucia," but
inconsistent. No flow whatsoever! Fine if you're
, neither of those tracks seem at all formulaic.
·doing a radio show, not as much fun when you're
Fowler's guitar gets a bigger role as the album
blasting the stereo in your shoebox-sized-dorm
goes on, but particularly in its exchanges with
room. Cuts jump from 'raid-rage-aggressive to
r
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marijuana-mellow without warning. I applaud
their range of styles, it just doesn't make for the
greatest full-length.
I was much more impressed by En on's earlier
albums, particularly High Society (also on Touch
& Go), which was much more of a dance record
and flowed nicely. However, Hocus-Pocus is still
a worthwhile album with some awesome tracks.
"Litter in the Gutter" is an upbeat rock tune with
fuzzy guitars near the end of the record. "Murder
Sounds" is neat because it has both male and
female vocals, highlighting one of Enon's features.
It also has fun Depeche Mode feeling. The
twangy guitars of "DTZ" show an almost bluesy
side of the band. Most of this record makes me
want to groove,
Then there are those curve 'balls ... for example,
"Mikazuki" is slow, with Yasuda singing slowly in
Japanese, accompanied by gentle drums and bells.
It's a pretty song, it just doesn't fit in between the
preceding electro-pop and succeeding indie rock.
The closing tune, also the title track, can only really be described as a Beatles rip-off .. .I mean homage ... right. .. It starts off with Schmersal singing
quietly, accompanied by only a soft acoustic guitar. After a minute drums, psychedelic guitars and
the keyboard come in for an interlude, and then it
ends kinda emo·... Actually very emo ... Not that I
would ever imply that any of you hipster kids
would like anything emo ...
Genre biases and flow issues aside, Enon still
kicks ass in my book. Always fresh, definitely
quirky, and hey- who said normal was fun?
-Amy Goldfine

Freedom of the City:
Small Groups 2002
Various Artists
Emanem Records
Freedom of The City: Small
Groups 2002 is a recent arrival to
the jazz section of WTUL from without a doubt
the preeminent experimental/free music l~bel in
England, Emanem (truly no relation to the man of
whom you're thinking). The Freedom of The City
Fes.tival describes itself accurately: "a festival of
radical & improvised music." Both Evan Parker,
the English saxophoJ?.e .giant, and Martin
Davidson, the owner of Emanem, are sponsors of
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the festival, which is designed to highlight a fantastic and little known community of improvisers
in England and Europe. While the most recent festival of May, 2003 has not yet been solidified in
history through publicly-available recordings,
Emanem has released representative double CDs
forth~ previous two festivals of 2001 and 2002.
The "Small Groups 2002" recording is a dou-·
ble CD with many diverse musical line-ups.
There are excellent duets, ranging from·Trevor
Watts (saxophone) and Veryan Weston (piano) to
Evan Parker (saxophone) and John Russell (guitar), as well as Chris Bum (saxophone) and Matt
Hutchinson (electronics). A trio of reed menLol Coxhill, Paul Rutherford and Ian Smithexcellently portray their musical skills. The solo
sets on the disc also deserve special listening
attention. Guitatist Roger Smith lays down an
excellent performance with his composition
"Under the Greenwood Tree". Furthermore, the
most intriguing and interesting moments on the
album come from Sylvia Hallet. This set is the
star of this alternative show: Sylvia Hatllet's musical "instruments" range from a bowed bicycle
wheel to he:r voice. Having become the first
vocalist to have released a recording on this otherwise strictly instrume~tallabel as of last year,
Hallet proves her undeniable worth. Her set is
stro~g and distinctive. It has the feel and the
sound of something very fresh and intelligent
without being frenzied, overbearing, or cliched in
the least.
The aforementioned Chris Bum and Matt
Hutchinson mini -set would come second on my
list, showing some.of the funky effects that can
come out of electronic instrumentation combined
with a great reedman, showing that he whole
fusion/electric/electronic versus acoustic purity
argument seems to be a dead horse in this improvising community. Evan Parker and John Russell
are also very strong, and this unusual combination
of instruments challenges these two players to
come up with fresh creative expressive possibilities; as expected, the challenge is met.
This is, without a doubt, a very "European"
recording, with almost none of the blues inflections that mark American music of almost every
kind. On this disc, one hears the experimentation
of the mid- to late-60s, into the 70's, a synthesis

with both "out" classical experiments and continental ethnic musical forms all working their way
into a unique modem identity. This recording and
the others from the Freedom of the City Festival
are not only excellent: they are what I believe to
be the crucial baby steps of an evolution of free
improvisation and jazz music that will sustain
itself as both a distirtctiye world voice and an
abstracted urban music into the 21st century.
-Rodney Bickham

Faux
Self- Titled EP
arantula Records
...-._..~..,.•I think I can safely say the Faux are
one of the elite few rockers that can
bring the loud, hard, fast shit, yet somehow still
make you want let in all hang out on the dance
floor. Generally speaking, bands will usually have
you go one way or the other, either rock you or
make you want to get down. I mean,
sure, there are a lot of rock bands that you can
dance to, but they never really rocked you, did
they? For example, when you went and saw Beck
play "Sexx Laws" in concert, he made you dance,
but did he really rock you? Likewise, when you
went and saw Sonic Youth play your favorites off
Daydream Nation, did you once feel like breaking
it down right there where you stood? Not a
chance. But the Faux manages to close that gap
with good old-fashioned well-crafted genre fusion.
For starters, there's a strong metal component.
The singer is more of a screecher/screamer, and
the songs pulsate with loud, heavily distorted,
extremely noisy guitars and bass that never squeal
but always grind. Then comes the electro-new
wave portion of their songs that takes that grind
and ads just a hint of glitch to give it an unmistakable sound. Highly distorted new-wave keyboards
are layered on top to complete the noise block,
which is then
set in motion by the dance-savvy drummer's ferocious skills on the set. And yet through all of this,
the songs also exhibit an undeniable punk sensibility. Whatever this sound is that the Faux have
their fingers on, the important thing is that they
one of the newer bands out there that are helping
to usher in a new era in rock in which shaking
~~~--~The

------.---

your ass is no~ only acceptable, it's encouraged.
-Rob Bryant

WTUL's Musica( 1i~e
Machine:
Records fro~ +he Pas+
1e(et>orted into +he
Present and Heading
Towards +he Future!
·~WUt!'!',· SPirit

... . . . .....

Future Games
Mercury Records, 1977
After providing a hip alternative
to some over-rated, overblown
West Coast outfits (sorry, Doors
fans) in the mid-1970s, Spirit signed to Mercury
and embarked on a deliberately quiet, goofily
inventive and still almost psychedelic path. During
that time, they (although this is largely a Randy
California solo project) recorded this collage of
backwards and fuzzy guitar, Star Trek samples,
tape speed tampering, CB talk, cosmic echo
crunch, indecipherable Jack Bond pronouncements, annoying Kermit the Frog clips, almost
Roy Smeck-like picking and strumming, fake
Hawaiian chants, film dialogue, and leftover hippy
noodling, all given a subtle spacey production and
shape-shifting arrangement served on a bed of
peace and love. Critics sneered, some old fans
moaned and record execs pulled their hair out
wondering how on earth to market this (although
that's not always bad, right?). The fate of Future
Games mirrored its sound: it just evaporated, lost
without a trace., well below the punk/new wave
radar. Yet some of us love both the glorious (whatthe-heck-was-that-and-where'd-it-go?) head quality of the disc, as well as the ample sinful opportunities for boorish Monty Python-type verbatim
scene recital, which it does offer.
I could probably spend a couple of paragraphs
trying to convince you that the record was ahead
of its time. For example, I might say that in terms
of the use of mixed-in sampled effects, erased
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Mercury Years set does include (approximately)
nearly-dub guitar and deliberate understated
sound, it should be considered highly influential, if three re-mastered tracks from Future Games along
with the bands luminous and soulful cover of
perhaps not seminal. There's only one problem ...
"Like a Rolling Stone" from the Spirit of '76
well, two, actually. How can a recording that has
album. The very thought of celebrity makes me
hardly been heard really have influenced future
musicians and mixologists? Plus, why bother with grate and puke, but still I think the musical world
was diminished when Randy California perished
something which not even Spirit fans can agree is
in the act of saving his son from drowning.
any good?
California's voice barely gets above a whisper. -Duncan Edwards
His stepfather, proto-baldhead drummer, Ed
Cassidy, employs a similar light touch. The record
is marinated in the kind of playful, well-selected
sound snippets that smart and playful folks like De
la Soul, as well as countless ubiquitous DJs, have
since put to (sometimes less purposeful and more
irritating) use. Equally, tracks like "Stars Are
Love", "Detroit City", "Star Trek -Dreaming" and,
in particular, "Would You Believe?" are beyondrock murmurs in that they take unexpected left
turns, overlap, refuse to go on, and hardly ever end
up at Destination Obvious. So, there is some evidence of being ahead of some curves, but none of
Town and Country
direct influence. Who cares? This is a treasure
trove of a listen. The pleasing, dreamy aspect isn't 5
Thrill Jockey Records
cloying, most tracks leave you wanting more, and
You start real, real quiet. Then you, real slow-like,
RC's guitar playing is economy and beauty in
build
it up. Okay, okay, that's enough, bring it
equal measure.
back down .. Ok, now, real loud again. The song's
Punk edicts said never trust a hippy, but here
epiphany! Keep it going! Okay, that's right, bring
is an originality and care-free honesty, which to
it
back down for those last twenty seconds.
my mind many of the late 70s rebel poseurs couldUnfortunately,
it's getting easier and easier to pin
n't match, let alone sustain. ("White Riot"? Don't
down post-rock these days. Regardless of your
make me laugh ....). John Lydon, the obvious
love
for those instrumental jams, there's often
exception, also had the sense and timing to embark
something
a little too formulaic to it. If that's the
on PiL. Future Games has more in common with
style you've gotten used to, leave it to Thrill
Punk's DIY and experimental wings, operating
Jockey's
Town and Country, and their unique
(sometimes deservedly) in the margins to press
brand
of
acoustic
minimalism, to make you ques150 copies of their 45, than with its most widelytion everything that WTUL has taught you. Their
heard protagonists, "so bored with the USA" one
5, is by far their least accessible record, and
latest,
moment and "trying to crack America" the next.
the
group
shows no qualms with that fact. The
Some Spirit diehards argue that the 70s
album's ten-minute opener, "Sleeping in the
Mercury recordings were a mere parody of the
Midday Sun," is a telling cut: it opens up with
band's 60s peak and this record in particular is a
five minutes of viola and harmonium drone, with
self-indulgent sign that Randy was running out of
ideas for "proper" songs. The disc remains without string bass acoustic guitar, cornet, chereke, and a
triangle joining in the cacophony before the cut's
a CD re-release. Not that I imagine the topic
finish,
all without drastically changing the tensioncomes up regularly at many record company meetladen
mood.
Another cut, Aubergine, also hints at
ings:· "Sir, about that great cult Spirit record . .. ?"
T&C's aesthetic values, as the drudgingly slow"Not again, Edwards, I thought I made myself
abundantly clear last ye~?! !" The recent two-disc paced; yet hypnotizing, composition has no desire

the short stack.
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to pick things up later on in the song. Perhaps
Thrill Jockey says it best: "if quiet is the 'new
loud' then Town and Country are the hippest band
in town."
Matmos
The Civil War
Matador Records
This album is without a doubt going to be on my
list of top albums of the year. Much hype was sur- .
rounding the release of this latest album from laptop-impresarios Matmos-a follow-up of both
2001's plastic-surgery manifesto/album, A Chance
To Cut Is A Chance To Cure, and some high-profile side-projects with Bjork-and there is truly
nothing to disappoint anyone on The Civil War.
The album's title refers to both the American Civil
War and the English Civil War of 1660, as well as
the civil wars that surround our day to day life: an
oddly themed record that somehow works (it
might even please the cruelest skeptics of theme
albums, who instantly imagine something sin1ilar
to Roger Waters' Radio KAOS when they hear
those two words together in the same sentence).
Whether incorporating oagpipes, military marches,
or the theme from "Stars and Stripes Forever" into
their compositions~ the production is seamless,
regardless if these historical/military nods are
paired with spaced-out, oddly-timed beats or noisy
laptop blasts. Containing both a dry sense of
humor and a dedication to their craft, Matmos has
released their finest work yet.
Michael Yonkers Band
Microminiature Love
Sub Pop
When you find out about an album like this, you
have to wonder just how many little hidden musical gems are tucked away in bedroom closets and
old basement studios around America. In 1968,
Michael Yonkers went to the studio, and, in one
hour, recorded seven songs of ultra lo-fi, psychedelic garage-rock that would form the original
Microminiature Love. After the recording, there
were some signs of promise, but deals with both
local label Candy Floss and New York City's Sire
Records fell threw, and this album more or less sat
in the home of Michael Yonkers' Minnesota home
for decades. Eventually discovered in 2002 by a

Minnesotan musicologist, Sub Pop has re-released
(or, more accurately, released) the album in all of
its blissfully simple glory, along with six bonus
cuts. While the rediscovery of the Michael
Yonkers Band isn't some crucially important missing link in music history, it's a fun listen nonetheless, and makes modern bands that desperately try
to capture this sound seem pretty damn silly.

Herman DUne
Mash Concrete Metal Mushroom
Shrimper Records
A pair of French brothers play~ songs with nods to
Swedish pop that will also undoubtedly lead to
just comparisons with Will Oldham and his ilk.
Nicely done, fellas. The band's fourth full-length
finds the group in fine style, and while the songwriting might fall flat for some (as an example,
consider an unfortunately-written song about what
life would be like if we were all monkeys), the
band's simple instrumentation paired with sparse
melodies make this forgivable. Steel-guitar slidework is done without the lease bit of pretention,
and the innocence is much more in the vein of
William Blake's lamb than, say, Haley Joel
Osment. The BBC's John Peel, a big supporter of
the band~ might just be on to something here ...
Arrington de Dionyso and Old..Time Relijun
Varieties of Religious Experience
KRecords
-,
You know Captain Beefheart, right? Yes, that's
him, that fellow that might just as well be filed in
the easy-listening section of your record collection
as the section dedicated to rock 'n' roll. Ah, that
tame little songwriter, though perhaps a tad bit
quirky, what's he been up to these days? Well,
even if that isn't your day-to-day vision of the
Beefman (and we all have a day-to-day vision of
him, right?), it easily could be after a full-out,
headphones-on listening to the latest release from
Old Time Relijun. A collection of out-takes, rarities, and B-sides, the album provides a complete
documentation of Arington de Dionyso's decadelong unabashed theftery of the vocal style of
Captain Beefheart. Old Time Relijun, though, gets
noiser, louder, and makes your teeth start to grind
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in a way that somehow the good Captain didn'tand thank God for that. A handful of songs
(maybe more) on this 21-song release are a bit
unnecessary (unless you're unusually fascinated
with, as an example, studio chatter), but it's still
not bad. And if you have a copy of this on hand,
don't even worry about how to end an awkward
first date early-just stick this bad boy in the player and you're good to go.

Jayfarrar ·

Terroir Blues
Act/Resist Records
The third solo release from former Uncle
Tupelo/Son Volt frontman Jeff Tweedy, an
acoustic-based set that is also his most sonicallytextured album. is a noticeable departure from his
other stuff. If you dug, or, for that matter, even
heard, The Slaughter Rule soundtrack (Farrar provided the film's score), this is the kind of album
you'll drool over. While the batch of songs on
Terroir Blues are sparse, they're still cinematic in
that Richard Buckner way. However, it would not
be hard for some to find the album a little too
high-handed, or even a bit pretentious, in ways in
which Buckner never gets ensnared. We've got to
give the man some credit, though: the album is an
elegy for Farrar's dad, who passed on not long
before he began recording the _record. You can
feel the fear, sadness and pain in Farrar's voice,
but' ~e never gets lost in it; rather, his musical
vision sharpens.

in all the old school techno elements among samples from old school hip-hop, cartoons, video
games, and everything else imaginable. It's hard,
fast, loud and screaming. It's good. Similarly,
next track "Ecstasy Motherfucker" contains the
same vibe but with a more focus on a happy-hardcore· theme. Think rave noise brought to a new
level of insanity. The pace slows down a bit on
the two next-to-last tracks, "Maybe" and
"Evasion". Both bring in the glitch-centric vibe
that's so popular these days, the latter having an
impressive amount of subsonic bass. The EP closes with "Circumvent" - an ambient track to let you
cool down after the assault on your ears has
passed. Apparently, this EP is a preview of a new
forthcoming full release. If that's the case, I'm
looking forward to what he's got in store next.

Rome
Zurich
Amsterdam $453
$449
$570

Kid 606

The Illness EP
Tigerbeat6 Records
Moments before any Kid 606 release, there is
always that moment of wondering what he's gonna
do next. Unlike the previous ambience of last
years Why I Love Life, Kid 606 answers the question by bringing back the hardcore throw-you-onthe-floor, kick-you-in-the-head drill 'n' bass noise.
Instead of noise for the sake of playing with a
DSP, the release finds Kid606 using this noise
with a very intended direction, proving the release
to be a lot more focused and (even though it's hard
to use this word with anything tigberbeat6) structured. The EP opens with "The Illness", throwing
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DJ of ·the Month
Chris Trochez (rhymes with "roaches") does the
Sunday morning kids show from 6-8 a.m. Many a
cranky, just-woken up toddler has been soothed by
such classics as "Ants in Your Pants Dance,"
"Puppy Day," and "Sufferin till Suffrage." You see,
Chris believes the children are our future. He
CHRIS TROCHEZ, CIRCA 1969
believes that we should teach them well and let
them lead the way; show them all the beauty they possess inside. Because children are impo~
tant. Even Hitler was a child once. And maybe if he had listened to Chris's show, things would
have turned out a little bit differently.

"What will the future be like?" Not too different from
the present: too little time, too little money, but too
many idiots that you don't have the time for or the
money to escape from. And, yes, far too many people
who think that time and money will solve our real problems.
-The man behind the Jazz Desk (Wednesday, 8-10 a.m.)
The future will be much like how it's been depicted in
the Bill & Ted movies only George Carlin will be
much, much cooler.
-Bobb X. Ha (Monday, 4-6 a.m.)
The future will be just like the 1970s thought it would
be by now. Everything will be white and sterile and
everyone is an astronaut. When you look out the window it will always be nightime and starry because the
sun will blow up in five years. I hear the magnetic field
will reverse poles sometime relatively soon which
means nothing except that we will all die. In conclusion, the future will be like this: AWESOME! FLYING
CARS DRIVEN BY ZOMBIES!
-Nicole Haldeman (Saturday, 12 -2 a.m.)

The future will be dark if Bush continues to be president. There is no hope.
-Bronwen (Saturday, 2-4 a.m.)
In the future, the Gambit Weekly willbe la1d out by
two tired young men while the Vox is staffed by dozens
of knowledgeable professionals.
-Nick L. (Monday, 10-Noon.)
My future involves shirtless Latin Luvahs washing my
dishes for me because someone doing my housework
for me is hawt. They will have broad, manly shoulders
and rounded little bellies. They will wear undergarments made solely of duct tape because it's the fabric of
the fashion elite. They will also roll cigarettes for me,
save their empty Altoids tins, and give me quarters for
foosball. They will also sing songs to me with voices
as lovely as Richard Buckner's. This it not a dream; it
shall be so.
-Rachelle Mathern (Alternative Oldies, 8-10 p.m.)
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OUT AND ABOUT!
WTUL RECOMMENDS ...
The Original Three, Die Rotzz
Saturday, October 4th
Rocks Off RPM In-Store Performance
While everyone else is enjoying Art for Arts ' Sake all around town , come
Fart for Arts' Sake with the crew over at Rocks Off RPM, your friendly
neighborhood record store located at the corner of Bordeaux and
Magazine. If you're not too busy sticking merchandise down your pants ,
you can experience two of New Orleans' finest punk rock' n'roll bands,
The Original Three and Die Rotzz, in all of their glory. And these are real
punk bands-not like that band your friend is in who tells everyone to
"come see my punk band" .when he's actually in a lame metal/pseudopunk show. Not at all: this is the real deal.

Jack Rose, The Death Posture
Friday, October 1oth
Zeitgeist (early show-8 Pl\1)
Although Pelt gained their fame with their drone-laden sound, their
albums have always shown that the band was far from stuck in the geme.
They have consistently included all-so-slight ;md subtle references to natural, worldly musical themes in their compositions, crossing the board from
Middle Eastern to Appalachian stylings, almost always seamlessly fusing
into their feedback-drenched sounds. On his most recent tour, Pelt
leader/guitarist Jack Rose will be extracting these more mellow sounds,
playing more or less an entire solo set on as steel-string acoustic guitar.
Comparisons to John Fahey and other avant-folksters are more than relevant, but for the drone-heads out there, local openers The Death Posture
will be providing their services, and a collaboration somewhere in the
night between Rose and The Death Posture seems like an exciting,
inevitable possibility.

Q and Not U, Black Eyes, French Toast
Saturday, October 11th
Mama's Blues (early show-7 PM)
Q and Not U and the Black Eyes have brought new life into D.C.'s seminal record label, Dischord Records . While there has been a recent emergence of bands that fall into the category of angular, wiry punk rock, Q
and Not U stands well above the crowd, as showcased on their most recent
full-length, Different Damage. Black Eyes , a recent addition to the
Dischord family, take a different approach to the typical rock line-up, providing chaotic punk-funk at the hands of two drummers, two bassists, and
a lone guitarist that perform in a symmetrical fmmation at their live
shows. Another D.C. act, French Toast, opens up, supporting their debut
release, The Bugman EP. This is a show not to be missed, so rock out, get
down, and don't even fret about making it home before curfew. And for
you old fogies out there, you might even be able to make your way over
later that night to ...

Holly Golightly, KO & the Knockouts
Saturday, October nth
El Matador
So I heard your girlfriend is cheating on you and sold your cowboy boots
for an eight ball. Fuck it. Come out to El Matador and we can all hit on
Holly Golightly in a circular formation. Formerly a member of The
Headcoatees, last time she carne here she puked all over Toulouse Street.
She's got the blues , she's friends with Billy Childish, and she 's not a
schlady. ·

Ab Baars Trio
Saturday, October 1sth
Contemporary Arts Center (early show-8 PM)
If you're entire opinion of the Dutch comes solely from Mr. Ab Baars, you
must be thinking of those Netherlanders as some rather quirky, eccentric
folk. Saxophonist Ab Baars largely gained his fame through his role in the
Instant Composer's Pool Orchestra, an assembly of creative jazz artists
along with Han Bennik, Misha.Migelberg, and Walter Wierbos, just to
name a few, whose recordings rely as much on humor as musical talent,
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and whose live performances often blur the line between a jazz performance and performance art. Ab Baars is firmly rooted in this ICP lineage,
and his trio, which includes Wilbert de Joode on bass and Martin van
Dunyhoven on drums (are you loving these Dutch names or what?) will be
just as fulfilling and eccentric. Word on the streets is that the trio will
spend at least some of the performance interpreting the often-ignored
songs of Native Americans. So if a free-jazz interpretation of "The
Tomahawk Chop" is what you're life has been lacking, look no further.

The Black Keys, Thee Shams
Wednesday, October 22nd
The Parish Room

20 Miles
Thesday, October 28th
The Mermaid Lounge

So, Fat Possum, you've got a couple sets of white boys on your label, do
you? So these crackers can hang with T-Model, R.L., Junior, and the
likes, eh? Both The Black Keys and 20 Miles will be rolling into town
late October within a week of each other, each bringing with them a guitar
and their set o' skins. Akron, Ohio's The Black Keys got some soul to
offer when some soul is in high demand, and they sure know how to get
some boots stomping as well. 20 Miles features Judah Bauer from the
John Spencer Blues Explosion, whose brought drummer/brother Donovan
along for the ride. If you want to know the musical ethic of the Bauers,
just consider the fact that their first album- released as a triple 7"- was
recorded in a whopping four hours. The only question, then, is just how
many bottles of whiskey shall go down the hatch between that Wednesday
and that Tuesday ....

Vampire Stripper Sluts from Outer Space
Friday, October 31st
State Palace Theatre
The annual Halloween rave brought to you by the legendary Disco
Productions (formally FreeBass Society). This year's installment brings
hyperactive house DJ Richard "Humpty" Vission, the live electro duo
Jackal & Hyde, Terry Mullan and Julius Papp. Additionallypexpect
appearances by drum artd bass acts Freaky Flow (with MC Flipside),
Phantom 45 and Danny the Wildchild. Local DJs include Zetaduke,
Phatchad, Dig, deciBel and Stryfe. The event also brings back former
locals John Lamer and Trent Cantrelle. If you've been to a State Palace
massive, you know what to expect. If you haven't, expect a ghastly mindblowing audio/visual experience that'll end when the sun rises on the first
mo:ning of November.

The ath Annual Halloween Masked Ball
Thursday and Friday, October 3oth and 31st
The Mermaid Lounge
The annual Halloween Masked Ball at the Mermaid Lounge has become
an institution of sorts. Now in its sth year, there will be two nights of
·musical cross-dressing, with mostly local bands dressing up and getting
down as their favorite act. In years past, the incarnations of everyone
from Johnny Cash to Twisted Sister to the Velvet Undergound have taken
the stage, and this year promise~ to be just as spectacular. On the 3oth,
highlights include Big Star (The Emergency), Blondie (The Eames Era)
and The Replacements (Lee from Girl Scout Heroin plus his pals), and on
Halloween Night, check out Pink Floyd (Chef Menteur and Potpie), Public
Enemy (White Bitch) and Led Zeppelin (Super Carters and Mal
Members) . .. but don't worry, kids , that's just a smattering of all the
action. Truly the place to be come Halloween time-and don't dare come
out for the show if you aren't dressed as your favorite rock star.

Meditations on the ~an in 13(acf
By
DJ Spider
I've admired Cash, even before I started listening to his
music. Many times I've cited him in conversation as being the
artist I have more respect for than any other. On this point, I'm
sure many readers would already like to point out Cash's bouts
with drug addiction in his younger days. Yet this is a major part
of what made him so admirable. Not only that he had the strength
to conquer his addictions, but that he did it the way he seemed to
do everything he did in the public eye, with a quiet dignity.
It was this same dignity, this refusal to relinquish his selfrespect that he showed later in life each time he battled his recurring pneumonia, brought on by his chronic autonomic neuropathy, which was originally misdiagnosed as Parkinson's disease. I
cannot describe the strange sense of pride I felt when I learned
that it was not the cause of his death in the end.
Most recently however it was the death of wife June Carter
Cash that seemed to bring this out in him. When many, especially
those as close to their spouse or significant other as Cash was,
would have lost a great deal of hope, Cash showed no signs of
resignation, in fact, just the opposite. Cash rededicated himself to
recording, vowing to continue in the studio until he himself
passed away. Such was his grace.
In a time when many major artists are so concerned with
prefabricated public image, Cash stood for something real, something honest. It was reflected in what he believed and what he
did, in standing up for the poor, for prisoner's rights, for the

rights of Native Americans, for everyone ever thought of as "the
little guy". That's what being "the man in black" meant for him.
It was taking on part of someone else's burden simply because
you had the ability to do so and because it was the right thing to
do. He didn't always succeed at it and sometimes his own burdens seemed as if they would beat him. But I don't remember a
single moment when they ever succeeded in keeping Johnny
Cash from getting up and continuing to walk the line.
I cried the day Johnny Cash died. I couldn't believe I was
doing it, but there I was sitting before the screen and feeling as if
the world had fallen off of its axis because of the death of a single man. Over the following days, I watched as every news and
entertainment program from 60 Minutes on down did their own
piece on Cash's life, and yet, hearing the details of his accomplishments, the facts of his life, I felt no closer to understanding
how one man, someone I had never even met, could have meant
so much in the end.

Johnny Cash: 1 ~32-2003

Why are most,new
clothes crappy?
by BlueBoy
Why is it that all the clothes in the
mall lately look the same? Why are all
the leather jackets that have come out
in the past twenty years worthless?
I have no idea, but I do know that
my store, Pinkie and Blueboy's, doesn't
deal in any new clothes and therefore
doesn't have to ponder the fact too
much. We sell things that are old. And
we've got all you guys and girls covered. We got tons of leather coats, slip
dresses, sports coats, jewelry, purses, .
vintage ties, pants, shirts, whatever.
Oh, and we've got tons and tons of
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cheap-ass Halloween costumes. We
got costumes for all occasions, but that's

the one that's coming up.
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The Craftivist
Gallery
82_2 7 Oak Street

(504)314-0002

open Tues.-Sat.
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Affordable Local Arts & Crafts
Fair Trade Imports
~ Spiritual Items
Candles & Incense
Always 20% off* with Student ID
*does not include consignment
or already discounted items

Check out 1our website
for more info and a
sampling of our art
an·d merchandise.

www .craftivist ..com
·'

